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A bstract
We develop novel m odels for Machine Translation (MT} based on Data-Oriented
Pa.rsing {DOP: Bad, 1995;. 1998} allied to the syntactic representations of Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG: Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982).

Int roduction
lt. is accept.ed that the main paradigmatic approaches to \IT- transfer. interlingua.
and statistical-do not at present produce the quality of translation reqnired. There have,
however, been a number of attempts at combining elements of these different approaches
in an attempt to increase overall translation pcrformance (cf. Carbonnel et al., 1992;
Grisbman & Kosaka, 1992) . Onr efforts to bring abont a better solution to the problems
of !vfT can be viewed in this new hybrid spirit.
DOP has produced interesting results for a range of NLP problems. DOP language
models consider past experiences of language to be significant in both perception and
prodnction. DOP prefers performance models over competence grammars: models based
on !arge collections of previously occnrring fragments of language are preferred to a.bstract
grammar rules. New language fragments are handled with respect to existing fragments
from the corpus, which are combined using statistical teclmiques to determine the most
probable analysis for the new fragment.

DOP Translation M o d els
DOP has been used alrea.dy as a basis for MT-bata-Oriented Translation (DOT :
Poutsma, 1998). DOP models typically use surface PS-trees as the chosen representation
for strings. The DOT translation model relates tree-fragments between two (or more) languages with an accompanying proba.bility, linking source-target translations at all possible
nodes in accordance with the principle of Compositionality of !\1eaning. Once the most
likely parse of the source la.nguage sentence has been produced, the tree structure of the
target is assembled, from which the string is (t rivially) derived. Nevertheless, there are
usually many different derivations for the source sentence, so many different transiations
may be available. As is the case when DOP is used monolingually, Poutsma shows that
the most probable translation can be computed using Jvfonte-Carlo disambiguation.
DOT is an interesting model, but it is not guarant eed to produce the correct translation when this is non-compositional and considerably less probable than the default,
compositional alternative. An example is commit suicide ~ se suicider, where John
commits suicide is wrongly translated by DOT as *John commet le suicide. DOT's adherence to left-most substitution in the target given a priori left-most substitution in
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strictly linked to the linear order of words.
soon as t his deviates
degree between languages, D OT has a significant bias in favour of the
i~~orrect translation (assuming the corpus tobe representative) . Another example is the
like ~ plaire case, where the arguments need to be 'switched' between English and
French. EYen if the correct, non-compositional translation is achieYable, DOT derives
other wrong alteniati\·es \\·ith higher probabilities. In such cases, the correct translation
will be dismissed. unless all possible translations are inspected manually.
T his is not at all surprising: being based on STSG, DOT is necessarily limited to
those contextual dependencies actually occurring in the corpus, a reflection of surface
phenomena only. It is weil known that models based solely on CFGs are insufficiently
powerful to deal with all natural language problems. In this regard , DOP models have
been augmented (,·an den Berg et al., 1994; Tugwell 1995) to deal with richer representations, but such models have remained context-free.
LFG, however, is knmm to be beyond context-free. lt can capture and pro\•ide
representations of linguistic phenomena other than those occurring at surface structure.
Given this, t he functional structures ofLF G have been ha rnessed t o the techniques ofDOP
t o create a new model, LFG-DOP (Bod & Kaplan, 1998). LFG-DOP p ermits (via the
Discard operator) the relaxation of certain constraints on LFG representations, thereby
creatiug generalised fragments against which new input can be compared, and the best
analysis constructcd.

fä iny significant

LFG-DOP Translation Models
~vIT

We propose that LFG-DOP has t he potential tobe used as the basis for a n innovative
model, LFG-DOT. We ha\'e designed two LFG-DOT models:

1. a si mple, linear model which builds a target f-structure from a source c-structure
a nd f-structure, the ma pping between them </;, and the 7-equa.tions. This model
leaves the task of generating the target string from the target f-structure t o the
standard LFG generation algorithms (e.g. Wedekind, 1988);
2. a m ore complex model, containing explicit links between both surface constituents
a nd f-structure units in b oth languages, unlike the pre,·ious m odel which relates the
languages just at the level of f-structure (via 7).

Proba bility models have been constructed for both translation models, and small e'xperiments have been performed for particular cases of 'hard' translation problems. Being
able to link exactly those source-target elements which are transla tions of each other using LFG's T-equations, LFG-DOT overcomes some of t he problems specific to the DOT
system. For example, the LFG-MT solution to the like ~ plaire case is (1):

(1)

like:
(Tj PRED FN) = plaire

7(t SUBJ) = (Tt OBL)
T(t OBJ) = (Tt SUBJ)
That is, the su bject of like is translated as t he oblique argument of plaire, ,,·hile t he object
of like is translated as the subject of plaire. T he solution to t he commit suicide ~ se
suicider problem is (2):
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(2)
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commit:
(Tt PRED F N) = se suicider
T(t Sl:BJ) = (Tt SUBJ)
(t OBJ PRED) =c suicide

Where the PRED. rnlue of the OBJ of commit is constrained ( =c) to suicide, t hen the
collocational units 'commit + suicide' are translated as a whole to se suicider. DOP's
statistical model gives a 'level of correctness' figure to alternative translations. This is
useful in ca.ses Jike these where the default translation in LFG-MT (and in many other
systems) cannot be suppressed when the specific translation is required. V/e have conducted small experiments which show that for a treebank constructed from 10 sentences,
despite 7 instance.s of commit ~ commettre compared to just one commits suicide ~
se suicide example, the correct translation Marie commits suicide <----+ Marie se suicide
is preferred by both LFG-DOT m odels over the wrong, compositional alternative by a
factor of between 3 and 6 times, depending on which LFG-DOP definition of competition
set is selected.
Furthermore, LFG-DOT promises to improve upon the correspondence-based LFG?\1T model (Kaplan et al„ 1989), particularly ,,·here robustness is concerned, as LFGDOP's Discard functio n enables both nnseen and ill-formed input to he dealt with. For
example, Bod & Kaplan (1998) show that given a treebank for the sentences People walked
and John fell, probability m odels can b e constructed where for the 'unseen' sentences
John walked and People fell, the nnmarked interpretation is less likely that the two specific
interpretations, and of these the intnitiYely correct ones are selected for each corresponding
verb.

Problems and Future Work
The major problem witb any models based on LFG-DOP is the explosion of fragments caused by Discard. Allowing Discard to operate in the unconstrained manner of
Bod & Kaplan's (1998) model results in an exponential number of fragments in which the
non-Discard fragments are overwhelmed, resulting in the probabilities of derivations via
Root and Frontier being mstly outnumbered by the 'ungrammatical' alternatives. While
there is a !arge increase in the number of fragments produced via Discard in LFG-DOT
models, compared to the monolingnal LFG-DOP corpora from which they are derived,
the explosion of fragments is nowhere near as severe. Notwit hstanding this, we propose
to restrict the scope of the Discard operator by creating two different bags of fragments:
the well-formed ones (derived via Root and Frontier) and the Discard ones. Using GoodTnring (cf. Bod, 2000), we can allocate a fixed, small probability mass to the fragments
generated by Discard to ensure that the derivations using the 'good' non-Discard fragments will still be favoured.
Using different LFG-DOP probabi!ity models (in terms of which LFG grammaticality checks are enforced, and at which points in the translation process) r esults in different
. probabilities with respect to the corpus, bnt does not result in different rankings of alternat~ye candidate translations. A potential problem, however, is that LFG- DOT models,
U.~e DOT models, show a tendency to exclude many potentially useful fragments owing
töc~~~ strictness of Poutsma's (1998) definition of linked frn.gments. This may result in
y~~~lations which are theoretically describable not b eing achievable in practice. Only
~~petlI11entation on a much wider scale will confirm this.
G~~en the small corpora from which our findings were derived, any results must be
ft~~:e~7.)',rith some equivocatiou. Given the (relative) scarcity of some of the linguistic
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examples cited p r eviously, and the subject of the tests thereon, we regret that it is nigh
on impossible to derive 'representative' corpora for the examples in hand. The absence
of large-sca)e LFG-DOP corpora cnrrently prohibits these models from being tested more
widely. Ne\·ertheless, recent work on automatic const ruction of the LFG-DOP corpora
(Van Genabith et al.. 1999: Sadler et al.. 2000) needed for further experimentation using
these techniqnes seems promising in this rcgard.
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